
10 of the most memorable 
acceptance speeches in history: 

Ideas for students - 2021 Guide 
Self-learners and students who are looking for valuable suggestions to write speeches are welcome here. We 
understand writing a speech is the first step that has vital importance in your life. Therefore, we have a 
solution for all the relevant queries you face while perfect essay writing and delivering an address. 

It's time to analyze some most impactful and worldwide accepted speeches. In this way, you can make 
notes for your speech and draw a structure or focus on important things. 

Once, an American leader pictured a nation's journey with "I have a dream": 

Martin Luther King uses this phrase repeatedly to evoke the strongest feelings of the addressee. This was 
the successful address as it worked out heroically. Pick up your main theme that connects with people’s 

current situation.  

The king made the best use of rhetorical phrases, impactful future sentences, imagery, abstract nouns and 
ended with language sounds biblical in nature. He takes people with him to the heights of actualization and 
aims.  

The king comes upfront to make a nation: 

The radio address of King George VI in war opens a new aspect of learning. 

The summarized speech consisted of only 404 words was way too economical and proved the significance of 
every single word. 

In short essay, one must be superlative. You must learn from his way of using “I” for connecting yourself to 
an audience, then “we” and “us” to make a connection stronger and to build unity.  

To Sir Winston Churchill, we are always thankful: 

“We shall fight on the beaches” is a mixture of versatile writing techniques. For instance, the repeated 
structure of “we shall” suggests we create a sense of commitment among the audience and take a vow to 
ourselves to maintain their trust.  

Perfect use of active verbs and lengthy sentences to instill emotions till you reach to climax of speech. 

Queen Elizabeth, I stood firm:  

Your speech must have an inclusive or wide-ranging message to convey like her speech “to the troops” 
does. The use of critical analysis essay images can gain attention quickly. Be an active individual in your 
address. Show people you are upfront by repetitive uses of “I” and “Myself.” 

The surrender speech of Chief Joseph back to 1877: 

Simple and brief sentences, your declarative phrases can build a reality-based image in front of listeners 
listening to your speech and in the reader’s, mind-reading blogs of essay writer. 

The voice of famous “Freedom or Death”: 



Emmeline Pankhurst acknowledged her audience directly. The trick to using non-compatible contrasts can 
prove the seriousness and sensitivity of your speech. So, try using a concepts binary in nature according to 
the situation. 

“Once more unto the breach” Poetry a Masterpiece of rhetoric: 

These techniques can be used for a admission essay too. For instance, in narration or speeches, imagery, 
orders, and verbs are imperative in nature, etc. 

The renowned John F. Kennedy and his “The Decision to go the Moon”: 

Realistically address your reader but let them know what a human is born to do. Human capabilities have no 
limits. The limitation is only in thoughts. So, focus on making considerable changes in the thought process 
of your audience.  

Again, the simplest structure of sentence making, expressive words, pronouns, or the phrases pointing out 
conveys a robust message. 

The Tempest by Shakespeare and Caliban’s speech: 

Who is the master in rhetorical phrases? The Shakespeare. The tempest used his Caliban’s speech to show 
the unexpected and uncertain nature of the world. The use of literary devices, alliteration, and words 
describing sound can also help you in evocative speeches.  

William Lyon Phelps’s respect for books: 

The pleasures of the book delivered earlier than Nazis destructive steps to abolish precious books. You can 

learn how to use personification, novelty, modal verbs, and probationary words.  

Moreover, assistance from academic goals can make ways to success open for you. 
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